
D. The alpha beta

1. The 24 Greek letters

Capital Lower Case Name Pronunciation
A a alpha a as in all
B b beta   b as in bait
G g gamma  g as in game
D d delta d as in den
E e epsilon e as in egg
Z z zeta z as in zoo4

H h eta e as in obey
Q q theta th as in think
I i iota i as in intrigue5

K k kappa k as in king
L l lambda l as in lamb
M m mu m as in moot
N n nu n as in noon
X x xi x as in ax
O o omicron o as in on6

P p pi p as in pie
R r rho r as in rope
S s/"7 sigma s as in sign
T t tau t as in town
U u upsilon u as in brute
F f phi ph as in phone
C c chi ch as in Chabad
Y y psi ps as in mops
W w omega o as in ode

4 William Mounce points out that the Greek scholar J. W. Wenham advises that zeta should be pronounced “dz” 
except when it begins a word (Mounce, Basics, 8).
5 Iota can be long or short, depending on the word.
6 Some pronounce omicron long, just as they would omega. It is uncertain whether or not Koine Greek maintained a 
consistent distinction. Many today prefer always to pronounce omicron short and omega long.
7 Sigma takes this form when it is the last letter in a word (final form).
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2. For reciting in phrases:

a b g d e
alpha beta gamma delta epsilon

z h q
zeta eta theta

i   k   l   m   n   x
        iota         kappa       lambda         mu              nu              xi

o   p   r   s   t   u
    omicron         pi             rho           sigma           tau          upsilon

f   c   y   w
                        phi            chi              psi             omega

    

3. Additional pronunciation points

a. Gamma nasal

While gamma normally sounds like a hard “g” sound, it sounds like an “n”
when it comes before g, k, x, or c. This is called a gamma nasal. This most
commonly occurs as a gg combination, as in the word a[ggelo", which is 
pronounced “angelos.”

b. Breathing marks
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Koine Greek has two breathing marks, smooth (  j) and rough (  J). The 
smooth breathing mark is not voiced, but the rough breathing mark adds 
an “h” sound to the beginning of the word. 

Every word that begins with a r or a vowel takes a breathing mark over 
the first letter. Specifically, every word that begins with a r or an u takes a 
rough breathing mark.

c. Diphthongs8

1. A diphthong consists of two vowels that produce but one sound. The 
second vowel is always an i or an u. They are pronounced as follows.

ai as in aisle ai[rw
ei as in eight eij
oi as in oil oijkiva
au as in sauerkraut aujtov"
ou as in soup oujdev
ui as in suite uiJov"
eu, hu as in feud eujquv" / hu[xanen

ui and hu are less common than the others.

2. An improper diphthong is made up of a vowel and an iota subscript. 
An iota subscript is a small iota written under the vowels a, h, or w (a/, h/, 
w/) and normally is the last letter in a word. This iota has no effect on the 
pronunciation but is essential for translation, so pay close attention to it.

a/ w}ra/
h/ grafh/'
w/ lovgw/

3. If a word begins with a diphthong, the breathing mark is placed over the
second vowel of the diphthong (aijtevw).

If a capitalized word begins with a diphthong, the breathing mark is still 
over the second vowel (Aijtevw).

If the word begins with two vowels that do not form a diphthong, the 
breathing mark stands in front of the capital (  jIhsou'").

4. In some words we find two vowels that normally form a diphthong, but 
in this case do not. To show that these two vowels are pronuonced as two 
separate sounds, a diaeresis (  >) is placed over the second vowel

8 The discussion and examples on diphthongs are presented exactly as they appear in Mounce, Basics, 10-11. The 
only change is the exclusion of a footnote referencing a diphthong in Classical Greek.
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(  jHsai>a"). The ai normally forms a diphthong, but in this word the 
diaeresis indicates that it forms two separate sounds:  jH sa i a". Cf. naïve
in English.

4. Syllables

Greek words, like Spanish words, have as many syllables as they have 
vowels. (Diphthongs are pronounced as one vowel.)

V. Introduction to common terms and abbreviations of language study

Term Abbreviation Meaning Notes
1. Morphology the forms of words

2. Inflection

the changing of the form
of words to indicate

person, number, gender,
mood, case, or

aspect/tense by adding
affixes or by modifying

the base/root

E.g., in English, “dog” becomes
“dogs” (change in number), and

“drive” becomes “driven” (change
in tense or form).

Cp.:
We listened as he taught us.

We and us have the same referent,
but the words are in different cases
(subject and object, respectively).

English is not a highly-inflected
language.9 Greek is.

3. Lexicology the meanings of words

4. Gender
indicates whether a word
is masculine, feminine,

or neuter

5. Number
indicates whether a word

is singular or plural

6. Case

Case, in Greek, indicates
the way substantives and
their modifiers function.

(A substantive is any
word functioning as a

noun.)

Whereas English has two or three
cases,10 Koine Greek has five cases.

9 Even where English is inflected, it is not nearly so to the degree as Greek. E.g., in the case system of English, only 
some pronouns are inflected (excluding the view of the English possessive case). In the case system of Greek, not 
only are nouns and pronouns inflected, but also articles, participles, and adjectives are inflected.
10 “Officially” there are three cases in English: subject, object, and possessive. From this perspective the possessive 
case describes possessive nouns (e.g., teacher’s/teachers’), possessive adjectives (my, your, his, her, its, our, their), 
and possessive pronouns (mine, yours, his, hers, ours, theirs). From the two-count perspective, the cases are subject 
and object. I prefer to see the English case system in this second way because (1) while all subjects and objects are 
substantives, (2) all possessive words, as they function in a sentence, are adjectives and cannot be substantivesx 
(except where a possessive pronoun truncates a phrase [e.g., “Mine is ready.” standing for “My _(substantive)_ is 
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7. Semantic Range

the truism that a given
word doesn’t have one,
single, narrow meaning,
but that there is a range

or continuum of
meaning defined by

context

e.g., ditch (n., v.), flood (lit. and
metaphorical)

aphiēmi (allow, forgive, leave,
neglect, permit, etc.)

8. Definition “center” of meaning context nuances the meaning (e.g.,
“flatter”)

9. Totality Transfer

the error of lifting a
specific, contextually-
defined meaning from

one place and
illegitimately placing it
on the same word in an

incongruent context
10. Etymology the origin of words

11. Parts of Speech
categories of language

function in context

12. Syntax
the order of words and

their relationship
English syntax is very consistent;
Hebrew and Greek are more fluid.

13. Grammar

a broad domain of
linguistic study that

encompasses the form
and function of a

language

14. New Testament NT
the inspired Scripture
written after Christ’s
first advent ministry 

27 books; sometimes (not the most
appropriately) called the New

Covenant

15.
Greek New
Testament

GNT

16.
Nestle-Aland

Novum
Testamentum

Graece, 28th ed.

NA28

or
Nestle-Aland28

the standard Greek text
of the New Testament
with text-critical notes

relevant to textual
criticism

First edition of Novum Testamentum
Graece by Eberhard Nestle (1898)

NA13 (1927)
NA21 (1952)
NA25 (1963)
NA26 (1979)
NA27 (1993)
NA28 (2012)

ready.”]). Compare Daniel B. Wallace’s comments on case in Greek: “Techincally, of course, case is not restricted to
nouns. Pragmatically, however, the discussion of cases focuses on nouns and other substantives because adjectives 
and other modifiers ‘piggy-back’ on the case of the substantive and do not bear an independent meaning” (Greek 
Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament [Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1996], 34,
footnote 14). In any case, case in Greek is not quite the same as case in English.
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17.

United Bible
Societies Greek

New Testament, 5th

ed.

UBS5

the same NT text as
NA28, but the text-

critical notes included
are more relevant to
translation than to
textual criticism

UBS1 (1966)
UBS2 (1968)
UBS3 (1975)
UBS4 (1993)
UBS5 (2014)

18. manuscript(s) ms. (mss.)

19. codex
book (folded or bound

on one edge)

the codex stands between the scroll
and the printing press in the history
of book-making (plural, codices)

20. script
what any text looks like

(the basic style of its
written form)

21. transliteration

translating the letters or
symbols of a language to
the letters or symbols of
a language of a different

script

ejk transliterated into Latin script is
ek

qeov" transliterated into Latin script
is theos

22. lexical form
the form of a word that

is the headword in a
dictionary

the English lexical form is first
person singular (1s)11; the Greek

lexical form is first person singular
present active indicative

23. Latin Vulgate  the common Latin
translation of the Bible

symbol is a Gothic “V” for
“Vulgate”

11 It may also be considered to be the infinitive form. The Spanish lexical form is the infinitive form (i.e., the –ar,-er, 
and –ir verbs).
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